Research And Present A Dance Style

1. Choose ONE of the following dance styles to research:

   - Hip Hop
   - Jazz
   - Contemporary
   - Lyrical
   - Ballet
   - Tap
   - Bollywood
   - Disco
   - African Dance
   - Social Dance

2. Create a Google Slide Presentation. Be sure to share your presentation with wmeyer@lgusd.org. Your presentation should include the following:

   - (Slide 1) Introduce your name, grade level, and dance style
   - (Slide 2) Provide a definition for this dance style. What makes this dance style unique compared to other dance styles?
   - (Slide 3) Where did this dance style originate/begin? Where do people still perform this dance style today?
   - (Slide 4) Who are some of the major people associated with this dance style? Why did you choose these people to highlight?
   - (Slide 5) What makes this dance style popular today? Why do people still enjoy it?
   - (Slide 6) Is this a dance style you would like to learn? Why, or why not?
   - (Slide 7) If a video is available, please choose a video that demonstrates this dance style.
   - (Slide 8) Ask the audience if they have any questions.

3. Present your slides to the class (10-15 minute limit).